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July 2010, designer Vladimir Projkov presents to Dmitriy Medvedev the project of 
personal helicopters. President agrees with the potential of the concept (30.09.2010 http://
www.grani.ru/Politics/Russia/President/m.180209.html). In a country like Russia with the 
distances as in Siberia, it’s more clever to work on developing the technology than building 
hundreds of thousands of kilometres bitum roads...

Web 2.0 User generated content
The term is commonly associated with web applications that facilitate interactive information 
sharing, interoperability, user-centered design, and collaboration on the World Wide Web. A 
Web 2.0 site gives its users the free choice to interact or collaborate with each other in a social 
media dialogue as creators of user-generated content in a virtual community, in contrast to 
websites where users (consumers) are limited to the passive viewing of content that was 
created for them.

Transport 2.0- I will go where I need to go as I want to go the way I want to go.
The more and more ego centered society is demanding customized transport, probably user 
generated content in the transport. But can there be something more customized than a car? 
Maybe we should develop interesting routes where everyone can achieve an individual 
experence instead of developing experience machinery? 

Another interesting subject to discover is informational content and services of public 
space. RFID will surely also change the spaces of access to the transport. Maybe we could 
use time and space for information (commercial or cultural) more efficiently, if we consider and 
analyze the age groups and time passages? History has proved that design is a solution for 
everything.

The penetration of a human being underground is still quite limited. People are also quite 
afraid of the known and unknown dangers of underground. Three necessities go underground 
are exploration, circulation, protection. The underground has been used and shaped pure 
functionally, and only some world known examples of extraordinary beautiful metro, such as 
Moscow’s, are just exceptions confirming the rule.

As well as animals are cavernophiles and cavernivoles, depending of their level of being 
customized to the cave life, it is probably just a question of time, evolution and technology 
development when we will pass from cave exploitation to cave love, so also cave design.
" Obviously there is also the relationship between velocity and scenery. We can consider a 
human movement in space and his experiences as something that can be directed as video 
clip, for example. Classical composition and space vision rules are helpful in this, because they 
are based on accurate use of the special features of human eye and psychology.

One problem of a human is, that when being utterly interested in one subject, he forgets 
about the others. Therefore eternal tasks of architecture -firmitas, utilitas, venustas- are not to 
be forgotten!
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Introduction

This booklet contains guidelines for making urban, architectural and some practical maintenance 
solutions in the city of Pantin.

The methodology of the project is described in the first chapter.

Guidelines of ameliorating the territory are made by applying the created conceptual urban 
organisation model to the problematic territory of Pantin. Principles described in the conceptual 
model are to be applied overall the future architectural project.

The to-be-built infrastructure is identified in the following three categories: infill building, urban 
void and enriched mobility. Recommendations are given only to strategic points of the project 
territory. 
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CONTINUITY  
Continuity means that there is no big void, no big distance (or no long time) between 
these experiences. To achieve the mental continuity that is necessary for the comfort 
of a human being the sequence of experiences, things seen, must be continuous. 

The human eye must be directed to these objects (builings, sculptures, etc) or 
spaces. This direction happens also through means of architecture and urban 
planning.

A beautiful perspective turns to a nice park, that turns to a nice building, that turns to 
a nice apartment, 
or, a visually interesting train tunnel turns to a functional station staircase, that turns 
to a comfortable station hall, that turns to a high level shopping centre, that opens to 
a nice street, that turns a park, and then you see a town hall, and then you walk a 
nice bridge and look at interesting banks of the canal and so on…

This is what we call a beautiful city experience.
On the model this continuous path is represented by continuous chord.

CULTURE 
Culture (from the Latin cultura stemming from colere, meaning "to cultivate") is a term 
that has various meanings. For example, in 1952, Alfred Kroeber and Clyde 
Kluckhohn compiled a list of 164 definitions of "culture" in Culture: A Critical Review 
of Concepts and Definitions. However, the word "culture" is most commonly used in 
three basic senses:

I. METHODOLOGY

Continuous link with cultural nodes =
Continuous urban path with nice urban culture activities 

1. Excellence of taste in the fine arts and humanities, also known as high culture 
2. An integrated pattern of human knowledge, belief, and behaviour that depends 
upon the capacity for symbolic thought and social learning 
3. The set of shared attitudes, values, goals, and practices that characterizes an 
institution, organization or group

So, in fact everything that represents the level of a social group at the time and place 
can be called culture. Cultural node/link in the urban path is almost everything. As we 
see:

1. Excellence of taste in the fine arts and humanities, also known as high culture 
= building culture= architecture 
2. An integrated pattern of human knowledge, belief, and behaviour that depends 
upon the capacity for symbolic thought and social learning 
= urban culture of society living in Pantin, may be partially affected by architecture/ 
urban planning? (it’s easy to drive moto in a big park, but what if the park is planned 
so that moto driving is not possible?)
3. The set of shared attitudes, values, goals, and practices that characterizes an 
institution, organization or group 
= creating nodes where the city government of Pantin can show their cultural 
intentions etc.

These bigger cultural attraction points such as important buildings, boulevards or 
parks etc are represented on the model by black balls.

VARIATION vs. FRAGMENTATION
Fragmentation in the continuity
Continuity in the fragmentation

A cityscape is continuously changing. This is richness and variation only helps an 
individual not to loose the mental continuity and keeps the city experience nice. 
When the city zones are divided by dead territories or unmaintained streets the city 
gets fragmented, mental continuity breaks, the urban experience is ruined.

Different colours on the white link represent the changing urban environment that is 
continuous but includes positive variation.

THE QUESTION
What we want a city to be?
What we want to put in value?

Design is articulation of thoughts by material means. So, it's about putting in value, 
giving importance to certain things. That’s why we never design something that you 
think is harmful, ugly, unimportant. If we did, we would be immoral designers.

THE SOLUTION
Regarding street paths of Pantin as the continuous link on our model, we are 
proposing to cure ill zones and fill the fragmenting urban emptiness.



Current zones according to group’s city analysis
1. Fragmented and not cured r. Hoche
2. Car-ruled square in front of town hall
3. Dead territory behind the railway station cutting the city 

II. ANALYSIS OF PANTIN

" Pantin is an evolving neighbour city of Paris. With 
its 55 000 inhabitants and multiple transport 
connections with Paris and neighbour cities it has all the 
possibilities to enjoy growth and evolution.
! The problem of Paris is not it’s connections, but 
it’s discontinuity inside of it. This can be especially clear 
seen from the pedestriean point of view, that allows a 
calm and slow regard to surroundnig reality.
" Pantin that has been obviously developing for 
automobile transport, has evidently been damaged by 
the era of globalisation and free market, that can be 
seen in the death of small business in the heart of the 
town. "
" The decrease of small business changes the 
traditionally appropiated European French streetscape. 
This is a pity, because exactly this streetscape and 
active pedestrian level has been and still is a model to 
follow in the urban planning and area development in 
European countries and in other countries that are 
adapting Western culture.
" The car culture has recently been questioned by 
the civilisation turning to sustainable development. 
Pedestrian access and slow lifestyle are again being 
appreciated. Contemporary technology and interactive 
design can be implemented in traditional environment 
and doesnt therefore demand any special architectural 
decitions on urban scale.



1.Where to intervene?
Where the intervention is needed

the map of zones 1-2-3

The leading theme (identity, idea) is missing- fragmentation
1. Fragmented and not cured r. Hoche 
2. Car-ruled square in front of town hall
3. Dead territory behind the railway station cutting the city

Transformation of these zones. Every zone has to have it’s own identity, so every 
zone need a proper intervention. The identity doesn’t need to be constructed 
from a zero, just working on existing conditions, adding and changing key points 
can lead to “discovering” the identity of the place. We choose to work on the last 
one.

Main idea:
Continuity- connectivity – curing the zones where the view or pedestrian passage 
is cut

2. Interpretation and wishes -how to intervene?

How to achieve continuity in the city? Principles:
-Working with context (taking into account height and materials of conserved 
surrounded buildings)
- Integrated intervention (new territory is growing as a continuation of existing- 
axes of streets, constructing pleasant perspectives, succession of views = visual 
connections
 etc.)
- Smooth changement ( visually radical interventions are not always a solution )
- Keeping the current function where it is necessary or where there is advantage 
of it.( transportation, passage, railroad)

3. The main programmatic devices - with which means to intervene?
Proposition on the base of statistic
The new territory needs… life.  Means to have life in the city: providing housing 
and work
New infrastructure:

I. Infill building:

-Housing (social, student, senior, family apartments)
-Semi-collective housing

III. INTERVENTION

-Above mentioned in high standard variation (HQE) (avoiding social segregation)

Work:
-Schools
-Professional education
-Kindergartens
-Healthcare
-Orphanage
-Sport facilities (swimming pool etc.)
-Commerce
-Offices
-Youth house (maison des jeunes)

II. Urban void:
zones of recreation parks, jogging/outdoor activity, children’s playground etc.

III. Enriched and pleasant mobility: facilities of transport. pedestrian, easily available 
collective transport, auto+parking, velo.



How can the vital rail mobility be 
continuously provided in the heart 
of the city without dividing it in two?

! The recent pro ject and 
realisation of Choisy-Tolbiac area, 
rue Chevaleret, shows that the 
pedestrian and morphological 
continuity when solving other 
functional problems of mobility and 
space use (covering railways in 
order to create a new built urban 
tissue on them) are given quite a 
small importance. This is surprising 
since we have a lot of projects from 
60’ and 70’ that have been even 
o f fi c i a l l y j u d g e d a s f a i l e d 
realisations. These projects have 
been considered inhuman, because 
they are separating pedestrian and 
car traffic and creating urban 
deserts.

Solutions are to be as medical 
treatment of the city keeping in 
mind context of the infill building.

“ U n d e r t h e b r i d g e ” – 
problems can be solved by clear 
and functional articulation on 
different levels.

" Human eye needs points of 
attention. Human eye is reading the 
street view continuously, so the 
path must be full of information. 
Active walking level is to be a 
visually interesting zone.

Every zone doesn’t have to 
have a clear function, but it must be 
clean and clear in order not to be 
used in a wrong way.
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